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Ionic polymers made by polymerization of ionic liquid monomers are interesting
materials for various applications ranging from coatings, membranes for fuel cells, up to
encapsulation of various particles [1]-[3]. Photoinitiated radical polymerization of ionic
liquid monomers has received increased interest recently, although traditional free
radical polymerization has been applied as well [4],[5].
Depending on the anion selected for synthesis of the ionic methacrylates and
dimethacrylates, ionic liquids or solid monomers were obtained. The photoinitiated
radical polymerizations using Ivocerin® as photoinitiator were carried out in case of the
ionic liquid monomers in bulk although a further ionic liquid bearing the same anion as
the monomer was applied as solvent if the monomer was solid at room temperature.
The presence of the solvent resulted in a reduction of the maximum of the
polymerization rate (Rpmax) and a slight increase in the time (tmax) to obtain the Rpmax
value relative to the polymerization in bulk. Furthermore, the ionic liquid used as inert
solvent avoided vitrification during the polymerization if the glass transition
temperature of the polymer was higher compared to the temperature used for the
photoinititated polymerization. Quantitative conversion of the methacrylate group was
mostly observed in case of soluble polymers as analyzed by 1H NMR spectroscopy.
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